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Airex TrExercise gym mat moss - L140 x W60 x D0,6cm  
 

Wherever you are, wherever you go, the
AIREX® TrExercise mat is your reliable
companion for your travels and training.
Easy to roll and durable, the mat is ready
to be packed into your adventure luggage.
With the AIREX® mat, made from
recyclable materials, you will experience
the ultimate feeling of flexible training and
freedom during all your workouts and
travels. Crafted with precision and
passion, the TrExercise mat is not just a
yoga or fitness mat, but a retreat for body,
mind and soul.

 CHF 42.90  
      

      

Portability redefined
The TrExercise mat is made of ultra-light TPE or EPDM, making it your ideal travel companion. So your
fitness training remains an integral part of your trip.

Vibrant versatility
Whether you're lying in the sun on a quiet beach or doing your workout in a busy city park, the non-slip
surface and cushioning properties provide the ideal foundation for your yoga and fitness routine.

Sustainable serenity
Immerse yourself in the eco-friendly atmosphere of the TrExercise mat: made from sustainable TPE or
EPDM, the mat not only ensures your well-being, but also that of your environment. Feel good with
every exercise, knowing that you are gently touching the ground.

Global inspiration
Each TrExercise mat is inspired by the beauty of different landscapes around the world. Choose a color
design that speaks to your inner adventurer and lets you take a piece of your favorite travel destinations
with you wherever you go.

Perfect positioning
The TrExercise mats are positioned in the sweet spot between affordability and the well-known Airex
excellence and thus represent the entry into the Airex world.
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Lightweight and durable mat for training
100% recyclable EPDM
non-slip
rounded corners
lies flat
Carrying strap included in the scope of delivery
ISO and TÜV certified production
Length in mm: approx. 1400 +/- 20
Width in mm: approx. 60 +/- 20
Thickness in mm: approx. 6 +/- 1
Weight: approx. 750g
Color: moss
Target price CHF 44.90
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